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Abstract
Naturalistic driving studies with computer vision techniques have become an emergent research issue. The objective is to classify the distracted behavior actions by drivers.
Specifically, this issue is regarded as temporal action localization (TAL) of untrimmed videos, which is a challenging
task in the research field of video analysis. Particularly,
TAL remains as one of the most challenging unsolved problems in computer vision that requires not only the recognition of action but the localization of the start and end times
of each action. Most state-of-the-art approaches adopt
complex architectures, which are expensive training and inefficient inference time. In this study, we propose a new
framework for untrimmed naturalistic driving videos by utilizing the results from 3D action recognition with video clip
classification for short temporal and spatial correlation.
Then, simple post-processing based on data-driven is presented for long temporal correlation in untrimmed videos.
The proposed method is evaluated on the AI City Challenge
2022 dataset for Naturalistic Driving Action Recognition.
Accordingly, our method achieves the top 1 on the public
leaderboard of the challenge.

the driver in traffic environments. However, the lack of labels and poor quality of data make it difficult to apply this
study in practical. In this regard, AI City Challenge has recently published a new dataset and organized a competition
of naturalistic driving action recognition 1 . Accordingly, the
synthetic naturalistic data has been collected from multiple
cameras inside the vehicle and the objective is to classify
the distracted behavior activities by the driver in a given
time frame. Technically, this task includes two main technical challenges as follows:
• The video classification system should be able to recognize activities in untrimmed videos, which include
multiple actions of drivers. To the best of our knowledge, the provided dataset in this task obtains the most
number of actions (labels) in terms of naturalistic driving studies with high appearance similarities among
driver’s actions.
• The final output should include temporal segments in
which the actions appear in the video. Specifically,
most recent state-of-the-art models rely on complex
end-to-end architectures with large-scale dataset to
train temporal localization models, which make those
systems are difficult to be applied in practical.

1. Introduction
Video analysis is an important process for developing
various applications such as robotics, human-computer interaction, and intelligent surveillance. Recently, the research on applying video analysis for intelligent transportation systems (ITS) has been paid more attention due to the
rapid development of deep learning (DL) models for detection and recognition [1, 10]. In the domain of ITS, video
driver behavior analysis is becoming one of the most important tasks for intelligent vehicles [11]. Specifically, naturalistic driving studies serve as an essential tool in studying driver behavior in real-time, which capture the action of
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In order to deal with both aforementioned challenges, in
this study, we present an effective framework for naturalistic driving studies. Specifically, a 3D action recognition
based on X3D (Expanding 3D) architecture with multi-view
processing is employed for spatial and short temporal correlations. Then, a simple post-processing is presented to localize the long temporal correlations of untrimmed videos.
The general pipeline of the proposed method is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
1 https://www.aicitychallenge.org/2022-challenge-tracks/. Accessed by
April, 7th 2022
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Figure 1. The general pipeline of proposed framework. Each input video is split into multiple video clips (the number of video clips depends
on the length of the input video). Each video clip is put into X3D model for extracting short temporal and spatial correlation. Furthermore,
ensemble technique for K models is adopted for improving the performance. Sequentially, the output is put into post-processing with
simple methods for extracting long temporal correlation.

2. Background
2.1. Temporal Action Localization
Current methods for TAL are technically categorized
into different approaches, which depends on the pipelines
such as: i) Multi-stage methods perform frame (or segment)
level classification with post-processing for obtaining temporal boundaries of actions [4, 14]; ii) Two-stage methods,
similar with two-stage object detection in images, are technically a special type of multi-stage with one-stage proposal
generator by directly predicting the scores and boundaries
with each temporal location [12,16]; iii) One-stage methods
has recently been proposed by integrating proposal generation and classification into end-to-end architectures [5, 15].
Specifically, one-stage methods with end-to-end manner
have become an emerging approach in this research field.
However, this approach has to face with the computational
cost in terms of both complexity architectures and large
training datasets [13]. Therefore, our solution utilizes the
concept of both two-stage and one-stage paradigms by dividing the input video into multiple clips and process them
separately using 3D action recognition models. In particular, this method is able to provide highly reliable video clip
classifier.

2.2. X3D for Video Action Recognition
In this study, we adopt X3D [2], a state-of-the-art spatialtemporal (3D) network for detecting the action in each
video clip. Technically, comparing with 2D CNN, 3D CNN
contains more parameters, which lead the problem of computational heavy. X3D network has been introduced for

reducing the number of parameters by expending an axis
from a tiny spatial network (e.g., space, time, width, and
dept). Accordingly, there are total six variant models of
X3D, which range from extra small (XS) to extra extra large
(XXL) (i.e., X3D-XS, X3D-S, X3D-M, X3D-L, X3D-XL, and
X3D-XXL) based on the complexity regimes by FLOPs [9].

3. Proposed Framework
3.1. 2022 AI City Challenge Dataset
Regarding the Track 3 of Naturalistic Driving Action
Recognition, the 2022 AI City Challenge provides a synthetic distracted driving (SynDD1) dataset, which have collected from a stationary vehicle using three in-vehicle cameras positioned at locations such as on the Dashboard, near
the Rearview mirror, and on the top Right-side window corner [8]. Specifically, the dataset contains 90 video clips
(about 14 hours in total) capturing 15 drivers with total
18 actions as shown in Tab. 1. The 14 hours of videos
in this track are split into three datasets including A1 for
training, A2 and B for testing (5 drivers for each dataset).
The training dataset obtains the ground truth labels of start
time, end time and types of actions. Accordingly, due to the
complex similarities among actions and overlapping views
of input videos, our proposed framework adopts ensemble
technique with multi-view processing to improve the performance. More details of this process are described in the
following section.
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ID

Description

ID

Description

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Normal Driving
Drinking
Phone Call(right)
Phone Call(left)
Eating
Text (right)
Text (left)
Hair / makeup
Reaching behind

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Adjust control panel
Pick up from floor (Dri.)
Pick up from floor (Pax)
Talk to Pax (right)
Talk to Pax (backseat)
Yawning
Hand on head
Singing
Shaking or Dancing

Table 1. 18 distracted behavior actions of SynDD1. Label 0 is not
considered for the evaluation.

3.2. Ensemble Model with Multi-View Processing
We use X3D Large (X3D-L) as the action recognition
network with 5 Fold cross validation (K = 5). Since the
dataset provides three views for driver’s actions (i.e., Dashboard, Rear View, and Right Side), we modified the general
pipeline by adding the ensemble technique with multi-view
processing as shown in Fig. 2. Accordingly, the final pre-

puts are then post-processed for predicting the action label
and temporal localization of the predicted action. Technically, we consider the class with maximum probability
score as the predicted class. Normally, Non-maximum suppression (NMS) algorithm [7] is widely used for the postprocessing of TAL problem, which is able to remove redundant proposal and achieve higher recall with fewer proposals. However, based on our observation, this well-known
post-processed algorithm might not be suitable with the AI
City Challenge dataset because the ground-truth labels of
actions are not overlapped in each video clip. Therefore, in
this study, we adopt two other post-processing methods for
this challenge.
The first method follows the work in [6]. Specifically,
the smoothing filter process is adopted to smooth the values
using mean filter, which is formulated as follows:
  \hat {P_l}(x) = \frac {1}{2w}\sum _{l-w}^{l+w}{p_l(x)} 

(2)

where w is the window size. p(x) and l(x) denote the sequence of probability scores and its length, respectively. Sequentially, the action is predicted based on the new probabilities scores for each video clips. Then, the predicted action of each video clip is labelled with previously predicted
label if the probability score overs a threshold value.
The second method is our simple custom post-processing
method based on the characteristic of AI City Challenge
Dataset. Specifically, we first filter the low-score predicted
label into none label. The threshold value of this step (λ1 )
is determined by average value of probability scores. The
long temporal correlation of an action (action segment) is
then processed by merging video clips with same labels. In
this regards, two clips with same class are merged if their
temporal correlation is smaller than a threshold value (λ2 ,
by second). The last step is to remove the action segments
of which the total time is smaller than a constant value (λ3 ,
by second). Notably, λ2 and λ3 are hyperprameters, which
are tuned during the inference. Fig. 3 illustrates the main
steps of our custom post-processing method.

Figure 2. Ensemble with multi-view processing for the prediction.

diction extracted from 15 single models by using average
scores is generally formulated as follows:
  Z = mean(E_1 + E_2 + ... + E_v) 

(1)

where v denotes the number of camera views and Si =
mean(ScoreK−F old ) represents the ensemble scores of
camera views i.

3.3. Post-Processing
Given an input video, the output predictions are probability scores of all actions in each video clip. The out-

Figure 3. An output example using the custom post-processing for
TAL of untrimmed videos.
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3.4. Inference Complexity
The complexity is linear to the number of fold (K) and
camera views (v). Specifically, the computational complexity of the proposed framework is formulated as follows:
  O_{ensemble} = K * v * O_{X3D-L} 

(3)

where OX3D−L denotes the computational complexity of a
single X3D-L model.

is calculated by the evaluation portal of 2022 AI City Challenge 3 .

4.3. Results Analysis
K-Fold: 5-Fold is applied for cross validation corresponding to 5 drivers of training dataset in which the data
of 04 drivers are used for training and other driver data for
validation. Tab. 2 show the results of training process for
each fold with three views, respectively. Accordingly, re-

4. Experiment

Cam. Views

Fold

Val user id

Epoch

Accuracy

4.1. Experiment Setting

Dashboard

1
2
3
4
5

24026
24491
35133
38058
49381

16
13
05
10
10

77.78
62.86
70.59
44.12
58.33

Rear View

1
2
3
4
5

24026
24491
35133
38058
49381

13
13
13
15
08

69.44
60.00
64.71
52.94
61.11

Right Side

1
2
3
4
5

24026
24491
35133
38058
49381

16
10
09
08
06

80.56
54.29
38.24
47.06
69.44

Model configuration: We employ X3D-L model, in
which the operations of width and depth are 2.0, and 5.0,
respectively. The model is developed based on PySlowFast
2
. The pretrained model on Kinetics dataset, is loaded from
PySlowFast library.
Training configuration: The training dataset is processed following the format of Kinetics dataset, in which
the training video is divided into multiple segments [3].
The model is fine-tuned on AI City Challenge dataset with
Adam optimizer for 18 epochs. Learning rate is initialized
as 1e-6 and decreased by cosine schedule with the learning
rate 5e-4. The scale Jittering during training is randomly
selected from 512 to 640, and training crop size is 448. For
the temporal domain, different with the original model, instead of one sample, two random sample/clips from the input segment are used for each training epoch. The number
of frames and sampling rate are set to 8 and 4, respectively.
Furthermore, we set all video clips without any label to label
0 (normal forward driving). All experiments are executed
with batch size 8 on a single Nvidia A100 GPU.
Inference: During the inference, the value of k for
smoothing is set to 3. The threshold values of λ2 and λ3
are set to 16 and 4 seconds, corresponding to number of 16
and 4 video clips, respectively.

4.2. Metrics
The evaluation uses F1 score as the metrics, which can
be calculated as follows:
  F1 \ Score = 2\times \frac {precision\times recall}{precision + recall} \\ = \frac {TP}{TP + 1/2(FP + FN)}
(4)

where TP (True-Positive) represents objects correctly identified within the region of interest. FP (False-Positive) denotes the identified objects that are not TP identification.
FN (False-Negative) identification is a ground-truth object
that are not correctly identified. The final results of F1 Score

Table 2. Results of training process of K-Fold cross-validation

sults are significantly different when we change the validation set of user (driver) data, which lead to the hypothesis
that the model might not be stable if we specify a permanent user for the validation. Furthermore, the results also
change following the camera views with different user id.
For instance, the user id 49381 is able to achieve the high
accuracy in Right Side of camera view but low performance
in the Dashboard view, opposite to user id 3513. Therefore, ensemble technique for all aforementioned models is
needed to improve the performance of the challenge.
Post-Processing: The results of two post-processing
methods presented in this study are shown in Tab. 3. The
experiment executes with two camera views (i.e., Dashbroad and Right Side). The number frames and sampling
rate are set to 15 and 4, respectively. In general, the second
method is slightly better than the first method. However,
the precision of the first method is better, which leads to a
hypothesis that the performance of post-processing can be
improved by combining both methods. We leave this issue
as the future work of this study. For the final ranking, which
is tested on the A2 dataset, we use the second method in the

2 https://github.com/facebookresearch/SlowFast

3 https://eval.aicitychallenge.org/aicity2022/
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Method
First Method
Second Method

F1 Score

Precision

Recall
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post-processing phase to extract the long temporal action
correlation.

4.4. Final Ranking
Tab. 4 shows the top teams from the public leader board
of the challenge. Our proposed framework achieved at the
Rank

Team ID

Score

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

72 (Our)
43
97
15
78
16
106
124
54
95

0.3492
0.3295
0.3248
0.3154
0.2921
0.2905
0.2902
0.2849
0.2710
0.2706

Table 4. Top 10 Leaderboard of AIC Challenge 2022 Track 3 Naturalistic Driving Action Recognition

first place with 0,3492 of F1 Score. More detailed results in
terms of precision and recall scores are shown in Tab. 5
F1 Score

Precision

Recall

0.3492

0.4044

0.3073

Table 5. Detailed Results of the proposed Framework

5. Conclusion
This study presents a solution for AI City Challenge
2022 in Track 3, which focuses on temporal action localization for Naturalistic Driving videos. Specifically, the proposed framework includes two phases: i) The first phase
adopts 3D action recognition by using X3D Large model
for extracting short temporal and spatial correlation; ii) The
second phase presents a post-processing method for localizing long temporal correlation. The experiment on A2
dataset with around 10 input videos shows that the proposed framework achieves at the first place of the challenge,
in which the F1 Score, Precision, and Recall are 0,3492,
0.3073, and 0.4044, respectively.
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